
calculated  using virial  coefficients [8]. In  table 1 
values  are given for the  densities of He3 liquid  and 
vapor  along  the  coexistence  curve  from  the  present 
series of experiments  and in table 2 some of the 
properties of He3 at  the critical point are summarized. 
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Critical States of Simple  Fluids  and  Fluid Mixtures; 
a Review of the Experimental Position 

J. S. Rowlinson 

Imperial  College, London, Great Britain 

At a  critical point the  intensive  properties of two 
coexisting  phases  become  identical.  This review 
is a summary of our  experimental  knowledge of the 
rate of the  approach  to  identity as T - T,, approaches 
zero. Consider  some  property of the fluid X(T ,  y) 
and define  an  index x by 

The limit  is  usually taken  along  the  path V =  V,., 
and, in general, xi and x -  will be  different. 

The following  indices are  discussed  below: 

An elementary  and  ultimately  erroneous  analysis 
of the  behavior o f  a  system of one  component may 
be  based on the  assumption  that  the Helmholtz 
free-energy  is  an  analytic  function of V and 7’ at 
and  near  the  critical point [l]. Let the first non- 
vanishing  derivative of A with  respect  to volume be 
of the  order 2n. Thermodynamic  stability  requires 
that 11 be  integral,  and van der Waals‘s equation 
and all similar  equations.  require  that / I  = 2. This 
assumption  leads to the following values of the 
indices  above 

Property I Index I Conditions 
I I 

I 
CW 

( V -  V C ) W  

(ap/a U T  
(p -p“)  as  a 

function of 
( V -  V,) at 
T = T,. 

(a2p/awcr 

“cy 

P 
Y 
6 

- 0  

cy+, limit along the  critical  isochore V =  V,. 
ai, limit in the  one-phase fluid along the  outside of the  co- 

az, limit along the critical  isochore in the  two.phase fluid. 
The  subscript CT denotes  the  orthobaric  phases,  hence P +  
y+  and y i  are defined exactly as a+ and ai. 
6+ is  apparently  equal to 6- and no distinction  is  made  here. 

existing  curve. 

does not exist  and  the  superscript may be  omitted. 

The derivative  is the  curvature of the vapor pressure  line 
and so O+ does not exist. 

I I 
9 



Thermodynamic  stability  requires  that  certain 
inequalities hold between  the  indices.  Thus  Rush- 
brooke [2] showed  that for a  magnetic  critical 
point (and  Fisher [3] extended  the proof  to the fluid 
of one  component) 

Widom [5] has  shown  that R becomes  an  equation if 
the  conditions  attached to a are  that it represents 
the  difference (C,.)e -(Cl.)l across  the  orthobaric 
boundary.  He  has  also  made two conjectures 
[6, 71 for  which  there  are no rigorous  proofs;  namely 

It is seen  that W2. if correct,  implies  that R and G I  
are  the  same  inequality. 

The  classical  equations (2) to (6)  satisfy R ,  G1, 
G2, and W2 for  all  values of n. 

The best  experimental  values do not  fit (2)  to (6)  
with  any integral  value of n, and  certainly not  with 
n = 2. One  concludes  that A is  nonanalytic. 

The most probable  values of the  indices will  now 
be  reviewed in turn. 

a.-The best  measurements of C ,  appear  to  be 
those of Voronel’ and  his  colleagues for argon  and 
oxygen [8]. Little  experimental  detail  is given  but 
the  results  are  more  consistent  and  extend  to lower 
values of ( T -  T,) than  any  previous  sets.  However, 
they  are  restricted to the  critical  isochore.  Fisher 
[9] has  analyzed  them in detail,  and  his  analysis  need 
not be  repeated.  The  results of Michels  and 
Strijland  [lo] for carbon  dioxide  are  at  densities 
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above  and  below  the  critical,  but no reliable value of‘ 
ac could  be  obtained  from  them. 

Fisher [9] concludes  that  the  singularity is a  little 
sharper  than  logarithmic,  both  above  and,  probably, 
below. Hence 

p .  -Here  there  is  substantial  agreement of a  large 
number of measurements.  The most useful of these 
appear to be  those of Michels,  Blaisse,  and  Michels 
[ l l ]  (COz), those  analyzed by Guggenheim  [12] 
(inert  gases),  Cook [13] (NzO),  Weinberger  and : 
Schneider [14] (Xe) as  analyzed by Fisher [3] ,  
Lorentzen [15] (COZ), and  Edwards  and  Woodbury 
[16] (He)  as analyzed by Miller [17]. The  conclu- 
sions  are,  as follows. 

Here,  Lorentzen’s  value is that  obtained with a 
freshly filled cell  and  includes  points to within 
lo-“ “C of T,. All figures  except  the  last  suggest . 
that p is close to l/3 but  probably  above it. 

y .  -An  analysis of the  results of Michels,  Blaisse, 
and  Michels [ l l ]  (COZ) and of Habgood  and  Schnei- 
der [18] (Xe) is shown in figure 1. 

y+ = 1.2 

y-  is uncertain  but  probably  exceeds  unity. 

u.- Widom and  Rice [19] have  analyzed  the  re- 
sults of Michels,  Blaisse,  and  Michels [ l l ]  (CO,), 
Habgood  and  Schneider [18] (Xe)  and  Johnston, ? 
Keller,  and  Friedman [20] (Hz). The results  are 

Xe, Hz 6=4.2 
COz 6 = 4.0. 

However  more  recent  discussion [21, 221 of the i 
optical  determinations of density  gradients  near 
the  critical point suggest  that  measurements of I 

6 from P-V-T may  not be  as  reliable  as  the  analysis 
of Widom  and  Rice  suggests.  Because of the high 
value of 6 the  determination  from P-V-T rests  essen- 
tially on results  at  densities  well-removed  from  the / 

critical  and  hence possibly they  are not a  true  guide 
to the  limiting  behavior. 

0. -Careful  measurements of vapor pressure i n  t hr. 
critical  region [ 11, 231 suggest  that H may  not be 
zero  but  might  have a  small positive value,  since 
the fitting of a  smooth  curve  through  experimental 
points  usually  gives  a  deviation  graph that shows 
a  sharp  rising  upwards  as T,. is reached. 

In  summary, 

Hence, 

GI, the  most  useful  inequality,  probably  requires 
a, > O  and  suggests  that  both p and 6 are 
near  to  their  upper  limits,  that  is p = 0.36 and 
6 = 4.4. 

G2 is trivially satisfied.  Possibly [5] O = c r ; .  
K is too uncertain to be of practical  value for 

W1 is probably  wrong. 
W2 is  probably  correct  but is subject to the  same 

uncertainty  as R.  It also  requires p and 6 
to  he at their  upper  limits. A positive  value 
of 8 implies  a  “infinite  asymmetry” in (C& 
as T approaches (Tc)-. 

fluids. 

All these  results  can be extended to the  critical 
point of a  two-component  system.  Here  there is 
no real  distinction  between  a  gas-liquid,  a  gas-gas, 
and  a  liquid-liquid  point,  but all precise work has 
been  done on systems at which P is essentially 
zero  and which are  therefore  called  conventionally 
liquid-liquid  critical  points. The behavior of a 
two-component  system  can  be  obtained by analogy 
from that of a  one-component  system by replacing 
A ( V ,  T, by G ( x ,  T), where x is the mole  fraction of 
one  component  and  where  the  pressure of the  sys- 
tem is fixed. Hence  the  indices  above now refer 
to  the following properties 

f f  C,) 
p x , r  

y (a*Glxz),., 7’ 

6 (pl - p)h along T =   T ,  
8 (aC,/ax),. in the  two-phase  region. 

Thus  Fisher’s proof [31 of Rushbrooke’s  inequality 
follows  at once for a  two-component  system  from 
an  equation 1241 for (Cp)2. 

The  experimental  results  are now more  frag- 

p is the most certain of these,  although 6 is certainly  mentary,  although this probably reflects lack Of 
of high apparent precision. If p and 6 are taken effort  rather  than  inherent  difficulty.  Precise 

ities  above  lead to the following results 
as  known  within the  limits  shown  then  the  inequal- calorimetry and measurement Of vapor  pressures 

should  be  easier  than  at  the  critical  pressure of a 
one-component svstem  since  these  critical  points 
can  be  studied  at negligible pressures. 

a.-The best  measurements of C,, are  those of 
Schmidt,  Jura,  and  Hildebrand [25l (CCL, 
+ C6FlICF:%): Jura,  Fraga,  Maki,  and  Hildebrand 
[26] (i  - CxHlx+ n - C7FIR): Amirkhanow.  Gurvich. 
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and  Matizen (271 ( P h 0 H - t  H2O). These  suggest 
either a weak infinity  in Cr or  possibly no  infinity 
at all. 

beta -The  recent  and  precise  results of Thompson 
and  Rice [28] make it unnecessary  to  discuss  earlier 
work,  including  their  own.  They  studied CCI4 
+ n - C7F16 to  within lO-4 "C of Tc and  obtain 

beta = 0.33 * 0.02. 

y ,  6.-The  results of Croll  and  Scott [20] for 
CH4+ CF4 suggest  that y+ is about unity. The 
authors  may  have  unpublished  points on these 
systems  to  justify  some  attempt  to  determine y 
and 6; no earlier work  suffices. 

I f ,  hy analogy with the  more  extensive  work on 
systems  with  one  component, it turns  out  that y+ > 0 
then  there are interesting  consequences.  Thus 
both T and T must  be  zero  at  the 
critical  point.  That  is  curves of the  heat of mixing 
as a function of composition  must have a point of 
inflexion. This is  not  inconsistent  with,  for  ex- 
ample,  the  measurements of Copp  and  Everett 
[30] and of Matizen  and  Kushova [31]  on the lower 
critical  solution point of H20. There 
appear to be no  other  accurate  measurements  close 
to Tc 

A further  consequence of y+ > 1 for  which  there 
is some  experimental  evidence  is  that  coexistent 
curves  calculated  from  excess  Gibbs  free-energies 
that  have  been  extrapolated  to Tc on  the  implicit 
assumption  that y+ = 1 must  always be too  high 
at  an  upper  critical  solution  temperature  and too 
low at a lower  critical  solution  temperature.  It  is 
common  experience  that  this is so [32 ,  331. A 
recent  paper by Scatchard  and Wilson 1331 shows 
a closed  solubility  loop  calculated by such  extrapo- 
lations  which  shows  simultaneously  an  upper  critical 
point that is too  high  and a lower  one  that  is  too low. 
However  more  direct  evidence of the  magnitude 
of (7' - 1) would  be  welcome. 
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Optical Measurements of the Density Gradients Produced by  Gravity in 
CO2, N2O, and CClF3 Near the Critical Point 

E. H. W. Schmidt 

Technische  Hochschule,  Munchen, Germany 

1. Introduction 
When  Dr.  Green  asked  me  to  read a paper  dealing 

with  my work  on  density  gradients  produced by 
gravity  in  fluids nea r  their critical  points, I hesitated 
to follow this  invitation  because I already  presented 
some of such  experiments with CO, at  the  Second 
Symposium  on  Thermophysical  Properties  held  in 
Princeton  University  January 1962 [I].  However, 
meanwhile  together  with my collaborator J. Straub, 
we repeated  these  measurements  with  greater  pre- 
cision and  extended  them  to N2O and CClF3 (Freon 
13). 

First I may  remind you  of the  original  purpose  and 
the  start of these  experiments. The old conven- 
tional method for measuring  the  critical  data of a 
substance by observing  the  disappearance of the 
meniscus i.e., the interface  between  the  liquid  and 
the  vapor phase is  not  very  exact  because it needs a 
slow change of temperature  or  pressure  and  there- 
fore the fluid is not  in a state of equilibrium.  More- 
over  it is  difficult  and  depends  upon  the  ability of 
the  observer  to  state  exactly  when  the  meniscus  has 
disappeared.  This is the  reason why the  critical 
point of most  substances  is  not  very well known,  and 
some  observers  even  had  the  conception,  that  the 
critical  point  had  to  be  extended  to a critical  region. 

In  order  to avoid the difficulties of the  conven- 
tional method I came to the  idea of using  the  refrac- 
tive index  for  the  determination of the  critical 
state  data,  which  index  depends in a simple way 
upon the  density of the  substance  irrespective of 
its  liquid or  gaseous  state. 

AS long as a meniscus is visible,  the  densities 
and the  refractive  indices  are  different in the  liquid 
and in the  vapor.  However,  when  the  critical  state 
is attained,  refractive  index  and  density  should  be 
equal below and  above  the level where  the  meniscus 
disappeared. 

2. The Pressure Chamber and Its 
Accessories 

For  our  experiments we use now the  installation 
shown  in figure 1. The fluid is  in a strong  cylin- 
drical  chamber of stainless  steel  with  horizontal 
axis  closed on both  ends by parallel  windows of 
optical  glass  with  28 mm free  diameter. 

For  equalizing  the  temperature of the  pressure 
chamber it is  placed in a big copper  cylinder.  which 
on  its  outer  side is supplied  with  screw-shaped 
groves  through  which  water  from a thermostatic 
apparatus flows bifilarly. In  order  to  minimize  the 
fluctuations of the  temperature  produced by the 
switching in and  out 'of the  heating coil of the  ther- 
mostat with the  help of a mercury  contact  ther- 
mometer.  three  thermostats  are  used in series so 
that  the  first  with  its  contact  thermometer  de- 
livers  warm  water for heating  the  next  one.  and  this 
again for the  third, as shown in  figure 2. In  this 
way the  temperature of the  copper  cylinder  with 
the  pressure  chamber  in it could be held  constant 
for  many  hours  and  even  for  several  days  within 
deviations of less  than ?0.0015 "C. 

The copper  cylinder has on  both  ends  conical 
holes  for  the  optical  observation.  In  these  holes 
two  more  plates of thick  optical  glass are placed, 
which  together  with  two  outer  thinner  windows  and 
electrically  heated  coils  inside  these  windows 
prevent  the  cooling of the  pressure  chamber by 
the  surrounding  air. 

The  temperature of the  room, in  which the whole 
experimental  arrangement  has  its  place  is  also 
regulated by  way  of contact  thermometers  together 
with  electric  heaters  and  the  fluctuations of the 
room  temperature  do  not  exceed ?0.1 "C.  Never- 
theless,  the  copper  cylinder is covered  with a thick 
layer of polystyrol as heat  insulation. 
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